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PROFITABLE
AND LONG-TERM
GROWTH THROUGH
INNOVATION

AXVILLE

WE BUILD AND DEVELOP PROFIT
For us at Axel Johnson, commerce is something that
develops people and builds communities. Our com
panies interact with more than a million customers
every day and are a positive force for change in the
communities of which they are a part. AxVille is the
town that explains the companies that are part of
the Axel Johnson Group.

AXEL JOHNSON
INTERNATIONAL
A technical trading group that
distributes products and customized
solutions to industrial customers.

MEKONOMEN GROUP
Scandinavia’s leading auto
service chain with its own
wholesale business.

NOVAX
An investment firm focused on highgrowth companies with proven business
models and profit-oriented management.

TABLE BUSINESSES
AXSTORES
One of the leading
Scandinavian retail groups in
the beauty, home and fashion sectors.

AXFOOD
Wholesale and retail
grocery trade in Sweden.

MARTIN & SERVERA
Sweden’s leading restaurant
and food service specialist.

DUSTIN
One of the Scandinavia’s
leading resellers of IT products
and related services.

AXEL JOHNSON
A POSITIVE FORCE
FOR CHANGE
We build and develop profitable
businesses within trade and
services. Our companies shall
be in the forefront of new devel
opments within their sectors.
Through leading positions in our
markets, we shall be a positive
force for change in the commu
nities of which we are a part. We
shall grow through development
and innovation. In ten years, 50
percent of Axel Johnson’s busi
ness will consist of things the
Group does not do today.

I m p o r ta n t e v e n t s i n 2 0 1 5

IMPORTANT EVENTS
IN 2015
Caroline Berg succeeds Antonia Ax:son
Johnson as chairman of the board of Axel Johnson.
Mia Brunell Livfors is appointed CEO.
Axel Johnson acquires 20 percent of Dustin.
Novax invests in Academic Work and
ApoEx and increases equity interest in Filippa K.
Axel Johnson International acquires Acorn
and ME Maskin & Industriservice.
For the first time, Axel Johnson arranges AxLab,
the Group’s innovation initiative.
Axfood, Martin & Servera and Kicks deliver
their best earnings ever.
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Axel johnson

THE AXEL JOHNSON GROUP
The Axel Johnson Group builds and develops
profitable businesses within trade and services.
All of our companies are connected by a com
mon platform that is the foundation of their
enterprises.

SINCE 1873 BUILD
OUR HISTORY OUR
MISSION
Axel Johnson was founded in 1873, a family
business now operated by the fourth and
fifth generations. With trade as a base, the
Group has changed shape and form over
the years. However, the willingness and
drive to change, combined with a longterm approach to developing sustainable
businesses, has remained intact. This has
required boldness and the ability to seek
out new businesses and transform them
into attractive customer value propositions.
This is a corporate tradition upon which we
will continue to build.

Read more on page 46.

ACTIVE
OUR CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

Our mission is to build and develop
profitable businesses within trade and
services in Scandinavia and the rest
of Europe so that both companies and
people can grow.

We not only set targets for our companies, we are active owners through
board representation, strong commitment and proximity to the business. We
promote joint efforts and the exchange
of experience among the companies and
guide them in their future ventures.

Read more on page 6.

Read more on page 4.

OUR BASE: 22,000 DEDICATED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE EMPLOYEES
2
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LEADING
OUR
VISION

PROFITABLE GROWING
OUR
OUR
STRATEGY GOALS

We shall have a leading position in
our markets and our companies shall
be in the forefront of developments
within their sectors. Through our
businesses, we want to be a positive
force for change in the communities
of which we are a part.

Our strategy is based on profitable,
long-term growth through development
and innovation. In ten years, 50 percent
of Axel Johnson’s business will consist of
things the Group does not do today. The
primary opportunities are a larger and
better range of services and customer
service, increased digitalization and
expansion into new countries as well as
new neighboring markets and sectors.

Read more on page 6.

We set annual targets and metrics
for all of our companies pertaining
to profitability, growth and sustainability. Profitability is crucial to successful investments that carry us into
the future. 2015 was the Group’s best
year ever.

Read more on page 6.

COMMUNITY
OUR
VALUES
Axel Johnson’s values and long-term
approach are an important shared platform for the entire Group. Axel Johnson
has an influence through long-term,
active and values-guided ownership.

WHAT WE BELIEVE IN

OUTCOMES

We build and develop
sustainable businesses

Long-term competitiveness
and profitability

We test new ideas
and are willing to change

Being at the forefront
and developing our businesses

We place great trust
in our employees

Motivated employees who grow
along with our businesses

We put the customer first

Attractive customer value propositions
that create growth and value

Read more on pages 12–19.

WHO DEVELOP AND IMPROVE OUR BUSINESSES
Axel Johnson Annual Review 2015
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LETTER F ROM THE C HA I RMAN

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

PROXIMITY TO THE BUSINESS
It is a February evening in the Seventies. I am eight years old and sitting at the
very end of the long, dark mahogany dining room table. My legs dangle from
the edge of the chair and one of my black patent-leather shoes has slipped off
my heel. Around the table, men dressed in dark suits are speaking Russian.
My grandparents are holding a business dinner for a Russian delegation in
their home. Distressingly, there were 13 people at the table – absolutely unthink
able for my superstitious Brazilian grandmother. I, who lived two floors up in the
same building, had to be called in to save the day.
From the best seat at the table, with a good view of everyone, I could observe
how the business relationships developed during the dinner. I understood that
the family enterprise was something very special indeed.
Business is all about trust
Axel Johnson has always been part of my life.
As I was growing up, I saw my mother, Antonia Ax:son Johnson take over responsibility
for the company in 1979, after my grandfather. I saw how the responsibility was eventually melded with a passion and the creator’s
joy of building a new corporate group.
Trade was still at the heart of it all, but a
new direction within consumer-based trade
took shape. The one million daily customer
encounters fueled many new businesses.
I took over as chairman in March 2015.
My siblings and I are the fifth generation of
family entrepreneurs at Axel Johnson. Over
the last ten years or so, as I have dedicated
myself wholeheartedly to the family business, our company history has taken on
deeper meaning. The sense of security and
the strength to embrace change - the capacity and drive to develop, transform and build
new businesses - make all the difference.
This is a tradition that I will happily build
further upon. As I did at the Russian business
dinner when I was a child, I realized early on
that business is people and relationships,
which require respect and time. The best
businesses are based on trust, passion and
strong owner involvement. In the mid-1970s,
A Johnson & Co accounted for more than 50
percent of all Swedish trade with the Soviet
Union. We chose our own path. And that is
not going to change.

4
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Today, we have a strong platform of successful businesses and are well-positioned
for further development and innovation. As
owners, we are responsive to the changes
we see happening around us.
A new world
I have the privilege of traveling back to Brazil,
my grandmother’s native country, every year.
In the course of everyday life in Sweden, or in
any modern European city for that matter, it
is difficult to perceive the pace of change in
our society. When you are in the midst of it,
you don’t always notice the major advances.
When I go to Brazil, I see how digitalization
has reached the masses: smartphones,
direct sales apps and “mobile first.” Digitalization, which affects all of our businesses, is
providing substantial opportunity to create
new businesses and increased benefit for
our businesses and our customers.

Still, it is difficult to reflect about 2015 without mentioning the refugee crisis. Sweden
and Europe – where the majority of our
businesses are located – are changing. As
a group, we will endeavor over the next few
years to bring more people of international
background to Axel Johnson. We know that
diversity is critically important to us and to
society. This is reflected in the products and
services offered by our businesses and in
our employees and customers. In this day
and age, we can feel proud of our financial
strength and endurance - something that
helps make our companies strong and thus
positive forces in their communities.
Impatience and persistence
We have high ambitions to develop the Axel
Johnson Group’s existing businesses and
build new businesses with the best employees. Along the way, we will continue acquiring new businesses in the next few years. We
must be agile and capable of swift reaction
via short decision paths without losing sight
of the long-term building project. Impatience and persistence tightly intertwined.
I am looking forward to the next few years in
the company of our employees, boards of
directors and customers.
Caroline Berg
Chairman

OUR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Axel Johnson and our mission, vision, strategy and values constitute
a shared platform for Group companies. We not only set targets for our
companies, we are active owners through board representation, strong
commitment and proximity to the business. We promote collaborative
efforts and the exchange of experience among our companies and
guide them in their future ventures.

BUSINESS IS
PEOPLE AND
RELATIONSHIPS,
WHICH REQUIRE
RESPECT AND TIME.

R e p o r t f r o m t h e C EO

REPORT FROM THE CEO

A POSITIVE
FORCE FOR CHANGE
Once again, Axel Johnson can report a year of solid growth and high profitability
along with high business activity and exciting investments. We have accom
plished this in a business environment characterized by profound political and
economic uncertainty accompanied by a challenging business climate and
fierce competition. Our proactive organization has successfully transformed
these challenges into opportunities. For us, change is the norm. This has to a
great extent informed our approach during 2015.
People and companies grow together
Since I took over as President and CEO on
June 1, 2015, I have devoted a great deal
of my initial time to getting to know our
various businesses and their people. It has
been a rewarding experience. Wherever
I go, whomever I meet, I am struck by the
personal commitment. Everywhere, in all of
the companies, people are passionate about
developing the business. The employees are
truly living our mission in their daily work.
This is the core of the entire Axel Johnson
Group. As our employees grow in their
roles, we are also setting the stage for the
sustained growth and development of our
businesses.

Objective: 10/50
Our strategy is clear: to achieve profitable,
long-term growth through development
and innovation. We also know that trade is
an area that is undergoing major changes.
Our customers are changing their behavior:
they are more informed, are becoming more
digital and are imposing higher demands.
They want our products and services to be
sustainable and they want us to effectively
maintain competitive prices. And things are
moving fast.
As a result, our capacity to change will be
critical to our continued success. In order
to deliver profitable, long-term growth, we
have set a general target that 50 percent of
everything we are doing in ten years should

OUR VISION
We shall have a leading position in our markets and our companies shall be in the forefront of developments within their
sectors. Through our businesses, we want to be a positive
force for change in the communities of which we are a part.
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come from new revenue streams, either
within existing businesses or entirely new
lines of business. The primary opportunities
are a larger and better range of services and
customer service, increased digitalization
and expansion into new countries as well as
new neighboring markets and sectors.
Axfood’s successful venture with its own
brand Garant is an example of a customerdriven, sustainable and quality-focused initiative to meet new consumer needs. There
are many other examples to be found in our
Group. Interacting with our customers on
their terms by means of smart e-commerce
will be essential. I am also delighted that
several of the companies have successfully
expanded their digital initiatives and that
more are planned for 2016.
Right focus
A long-term approach does not mean that
we can act slowly and carefully. Quite the
opposite. We need to be impatient every day,
but with a long-term perspective on what
decisions should be made and what activities should be prioritized. The entrepreneurial culture and the drive to build our businesses requires us to look ahead more than
we look back, to balance our focus between
taking care of current business while acting
to meet the challenges of tomorrow - without knowing exactly what the landscape of
tomorrow will be like.
We know that the products and services
we deliver are meeting needs that will still
exist in the future. What we need to adjust
to is consistently meeting these needs on
the customers’ terms. Axel Johnson’s decentralized structure, based on accountable
freedom, is well-suited to being close to the
business and delivering what our customers

REPORT FROM THE CEO

A LONG-TERM
APPROACH DOES
NOT MEAN THAT
WE SHOULD ACT
SLOWLY AND
CAREFULLY. QUITE
THE OPPOSITE.

R e p o r t f r o m t h e C EO

OUR MISSION
We shall build and develop profitable businesses within
trade and services. We create the conditions for people
and companies to grow.

want. Innovation requires change at various
rates and a company changes only if its
people are ready to implement changes.
A company can never be better than its
organization.
From idea to reality
Business development within the Group
must be all-encompassing, accelerating
and occur at all levels. During the year, for
example, we acquired 20 percent of the
e-commerce company Dustin, and acquisitions will remain an important component
of our innovation over the next few years.
Intrapreneurial business development is
also taking place in and surrounding existing
Group companies. In support of this, we carried out AxLab for the first time, a corporate
idea competition in which all of our more
than 22,000 employees were invited to participate. The goal was to collect suggestions, major and minor, for improvements,
innovations or new business models to
strengthen our value proposition and
increase customer benefit. Along the way,

the competition created ripple effects that
are leading towards a more innovative climate within the Group.
An impressive 847 suggestions were submitted in just 48 hours. After comprehensive
review, seven ideas made it to the final. We
named not only one winner, but two: A temporary staffing agency for mechanics within
Mekonomen Group and a suggestion involving sensor technology for industrial products
within Axel Johnson International. Both ideas
were beginning to be realized this year.
We are building skills
People and companies grow together, and
that means we must attract individuals with
the right knowledge and dedication while
continuing the important and ambitious
internal training programs already found in
the companies.
Skills development also encompasses
the need for greater diversity, an area we
have worked actively with for several years.
Diverse groups are the most effective, and
this involves a balance between men and

women as well as focus on international
diversity. At present, about 20 percent of
all Group employees are of international
backgrounds. Our goal is for this to be
reflected throughout the organization.
Accordingly, we have also set a target of
20 percent of employees in managerial
positions with international backgrounds
by 2020. The f ollow-up for 2015 shows that
we have reached 11 percent in managerial
positions thus far, up from 7 percent in 2014.
However, the percentage of executives with
international background who are part of
Group company management teams is
only 6 percent, unchanged since 2014. In
response, we will be accelerating our efforts
in 2016. A more diverse group creates better
perspectives and more thoroughly examined decision input, thus making a direct
contribution to business benefit.
On the right path
2015 was a year of solid growth and
improved earnings, which shows we are
on the right path.

MULTI-YEAR SUMMARY

Amounts in SEKm
Net sales

2013

2012

2011

64,573

62,638

29,615

2,165

2,425

1,860

1,623

1,451

Profit after net financial items 1

2,266

2,064

1,860

1,664

1,451

EBITDA 1

3.1

3.6

2.9

2.6

4.9

3,867

3,636

3,605

3,496

2,334

EBITA 1

2,968

2,718

2,290

2,126

1,736

Total assets

23,221

22,378

20,252

19,839

18,334

Capital employed 2

13,086

12,780

11,297

11,070

10,260

17.1

20.9

17.2

16.9

17.0

9,267

9,110

8,075

7,596

7,093

48.1

48.1

46.9

44.6

45.3

0

0

0

0

0

Return on capital employed (%) 3
Equity attributable to owners of the parent
Equity ratio (%) 4
Net debt/equity ratio (multiple)
Cash flow after investments
Average number of full-time employees

|

2014
66,528

Profit after net financial items
As % of net sales
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2015
69,551
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768

2,061

1,561

920

606

18,469

19,190

18,894

17,780

10,911

1

Excluding restructuring
expenses and excluding the sale
of Svensk Bevakningstjänst.

2

Equity, including minority
interests and interest-bearing
liabilities.

3

Profit before interest expenses
in relation to average capital
employed.

4

Equity and minority interests
in relation to total assets.

R e p o r t f r o m t h e C EO

OUR STRATEGY
We build profitable, long-term growth through development
and innovation. In ten years, 50 percent of Axel Johnson’s
business will consist of things the Group does not do today.

Consolidated net sales totaled SEK 69,551
million, up by 5 percent compared with
2014. Consolidated profit after net financial
items amounted to SEK 2,165 million. In a
group of our size, we cannot always expect
every business to deliver peak performance
at once, which is part of how we spread
risk. Overall, most of our companies demonstrated positive development in 2015,
which puts them in a good position moving
forward.
Axel Johnson International remains
strong and has skillfully fended off the
downturn in the oil and gas sector. Axfood
bolstered its position in the retail grocery
market and delivered impressive growth.
Axstores demonstrated solid growth during the year, but earnings were negatively
impacted by inadequate profitability for
Åhlens. Kicks, on the other hand, broke its

own earnings record. Dustin, an exciting
addition to the Group, showed stable sales
and a good EBIT margin. Once again, Martin
& Servera reported their best earnings ever.
Mekonomen Group demonstrated strong
sales, but earnings were somewhat weaker
than in the preceding year, partly due to
negative currency effects. Novax, which
focuses on small and medium-sized highgrowth companies, carried out a couple of
significant new acquisitions and became
a partner in the high-growth companies
Academic Work and ApoEx.
More to come
With our strong balance sheet, we are prepared to take advantage of positive trends
and deal effectively with challenges. The
tools will focus on sustainable business,
innovation and our dedicated employees.

We will continue building and developing
sustainable trading businesses both on a
large scale through acquisitions and through
innovations in our companies, close to our
customers.
Finally, I would like to thank all of our
employees for your hard work and businesscritical efforts during the past year, the
board of directors for your vital support
and, last but not least, all of our customers,
who honor us with their trust every day. We
are convinced that enterprise is a positive
force for change that is intertwined with
working in harmony with our customers and
the world around us and building enduring,
profitable companies.
Mia Brunell Livfors
President and Chief Executive Officer

Mia Brunell Livfors, President and CEO, Axel Johnson, and Anders Strålman, CEO, Axfood.
Axel Johnson Annual Review 2015
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Va l u e s t h at c r e at e va l u e

Axel Johnson has a decentralized
organization. Resources and operational responsibility are allocated
to each company in the Group. The
Group’s shared values are what binds
all of the companies and the 22,000
employees together. They create a
uniform culture. Our ambition is for all
employees to proceed from the values
in their daily work and in all relationships, both internal and external.

In the autumn of 2015, Åhléns recruited 13
recently arrived Swedes to work at Café Å
Lait at the Mall of Scandinavia and in Uppsala.
Shown in the picture are Nansi Faraj, 30, from
Syria; Hamede Tajaddodi Ziyabari, 33, from
Iran; Tuka Khadra, 22, from Syria; Modeh Juan,
26, from Nigeria; Jane Gorgis, 31, from Syria;
and Mohammed Jaidoury, 28, from Syria.

OUR VALUES

GUIDE US
IN OUR DAILY WORK
10
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O u r va l u e s

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

BUSINESS-DRIVEN
SUSTAINABILITY
Axel Johnson’s view on sustainability is based on the insight that sustainable,
long-term value is created when business benefit maximizes social benefit.
Axel Johnson is creating the conditions for stronger competitiveness, profita
bility and long-term growth by taking on the economic, environmental and
social challenges in the communities where we do business.
A clear strategy with four target areas
Sustainable enterprise is an integrated part
of how Axel Johnson builds and develops
profitable businesses. As the owner, we set
a number of standards for Group companies
to ensure that structures that support
sustainability are integrated into all business
processes. For example, the companies
must have strategies and measurable
targets for their sustainability work that are
integrated in the business plan, they must
have a person responsible for sustainability
issues in executive management or directly

reporting to the CEO, and they must submit
quarterly reports on sustainability targets
and metrics to Axel Johnson.
The sustainability strategy emanates
from Axel Johnson’s vision of being a positive force for change in the communities
where the Group does business through its
companies. The strategy is based on four
focus areas (see the illustration below). But
every company within Axel Johnson has
specific sustainability targets and metrics,
where Axel Johnson’s focus areas serve as
guidance for Group companies. The four

STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISE
Sustainable enterprise is an integrated part of Axel Johnson’s approach to building
and developing profitable businesses. The sustainability strategy emanates from
our vision of making positive contributions to the communities where the Group
operates. Axel Johnson is making a difference through four focus areas.

MAXIMIZE BUSINESS AND SOCIAL BENEFIT
SUSTAINABLE VALUE PROPOSITIONS
We encourage our customers
to increasingly choose sustainable
alternatives.

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

We strive to achieve ethical, socially
sustainable and ecofriendly production
of the goods and services we purchase.

GOOD EMPLOYERS

VISION
A positive force
for change
in the communities
of which we are a part

We want to increase diversity
and promote equality and
social engagement.

RESOURCE-EFFICIENT OPERATIONS
We strive to be careful
stewards of resources and to
choose efficient alternatives.

MINIMIZE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON BUSINESS, COMMUNITIES AND THE ENVIRONMENT
12
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focus areas ensure that we maximize both
business benefit and social benefit and
minimize negative impact on business, the
community and the environment.
Sustainable Production is the focus area
for ethical, socially sustainable and ecofriendly production of the goods and services we purchase. One example is a project
in which Axfood, Filippa K, Kicks and Åhléns
are working with Axfoundation to increase
awareness of labor rights among our suppliers in production companies. A digital tool
called QuizRR is being used to train factory
workers and managers at all levels in a number of selected factories about human rights
and working conditions.
Resource-Efficient Operations focuses on
careful stewardship of resources and choosing efficient alternatives. Martin & Servera,
for example, will be reducing its energy
use by up to 60 percent by using its new
warehouse in Umeå, even though the new
building’s volume is almost three times bigger than the old warehouse. Among other
energy-saving measures, surplus energy
from the warehouse cooling system will be
used to heat the premises, while solar panels
on the roof will generate a larger share of
renewable energy use.
Sustainable Value Propositions involves
encouraging our customers to increasingly
choose sustainable alternatives. Åhléns is
guiding its customers towards more sustainable products through its Bra Val (Good
Choice) brand. Axfood’s sales of organic
products have increased from just over 4
percent in 2014 to about 6 percent in 2015.
Focus on diversity
Good Employers focuses on increasing
diversity and promoting equality and social
engagement. That the Axel Johnson Group
has the highest skills at all levels is critical
to meeting market and consumer demand.
Diversity among our employees and managers should reflect society as a whole and our
customers. Accordingly, Axel Johnson has
set clear targets for increased diversity
aimed at 2020. By then, our companies
should have equal gender distribution among
managers and at least 20 percent of managers should have international backgrounds.
This governs our recruiting process.
We measure against this target annually
and the trend is cautiously optimistic. In
2014, 7 percent of senior positions in our
companies were filled by people with international backgrounds. This increased to 11
percent in 2015. However, no progress has
been made with regard to executive management in Group companies. The share of
executives with international backgrounds is
6 percent, unchanged since 2014. We are
pleased to report that the share of women in
executive management in Group companies
increased from 21 percent in 2014 to 30 percent in 2015.

O u r va l u e s

Karin Bildsten, initiator, and Åsa
Domeij, Head of Environment and
Social Responsibility at Axfood.

KICK-OFF
FOR MATMISSIONEN
Food waste is a huge problem. Most of it is discarded by
householders, but there is a lot of waste at suppliers and
in stores. Axfood employee Karin Bildsten discovered this
when she did her work experience in a store. She saw how
much bread was thrown out because it had begun to lose
its freshness. A business idea was born. Food that is about
to be thrown out but is still edible with no risk would be
sold in a special store for people with money worries.
The process was swift. At Axfood’s initiative and supported by the Antonia Ax:son Johnson Foundation for
Sustainable Development (Axfoundation), the social store
Matmissionen (the Food Mission) opened on December 8,
2015 in Rågsved in south Stockholm. The store, which is
owned and operated by Stadsmissionen, a Swedish nonprofit dedicated to making Stockholm a more humane
city for everyone, will help reduce food waste and make it
easier for people in financial distress to buy good food at
very low prices and create jobs for people who have been
away from the labor market for a long time.
See the video at www.axfood.se/matmissionen.

OPEN THE DOOR!
Human interaction is the key to greater integration. Widening
networks and building bridges between new and established
Swedes is vital, both in society and the business community. In
response, Axfoundation initiated the Open Door project, which
helps people meet and get to know each other. The objective is
clear: by allowing cultures to meet and ideas to be exchanged,
the foundation will be laid for a humanist view of an open and
inclusive society. We will build a more open Sweden.
Open Door is creating opportunities in several dimensions.
These include establishing networks that will lead to jobs. It may
also involve Swedish-speaking people who invite people who
have moved here from other countries to dinner. Kids and parents from different neighborhoods and with origins all over the
world are given the opportunity to meet. And exciting encounters and networks are created through initiating recreational
activities that match new Swedes of foreign background with
already established Swedes.
Read more at öppnadörren.se, kompissverige.se,
invitationsdepartementet.eu and svenskamedbarn.se.

A GOOD CHOICE FOR THE HOME

At Åhléns, our customers are finding many products that give special
consideration to people and the environment. To make them easier
to identify, we have created the Bra Val (Good Choice) label. The
green Bra Val label provides our customers with a clear guide to more
sustainable products in the department stores and online. It should
be easy to make a good choice.
Åhléns offers many sustainable products, especially for the home.
For example, there is a very wide range of organic towels and bath
products. Almost all products made of paper and wood, such as wine
racks, cutting boards and wrapping paper, are made of FSC (Forestry
Stewardship Council) certified wood. This means that the forests
have been managed in a way that helps preserve biodiversity.

There are also products made of recycled materials. These include
decorative items made of recycled aluminum and Åhléns’ own rugs
made of recycled cotton.
Several independent ecolabeling organizations study and audit
environmental impact throughout the product life cycle, such as the
Nordic Ecolabel, the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation’s Good
Environmental Choice and the EU Ecolabel. These are, of course, all
“Bra Val” at Åhléns and these labels can be found on candles, “Oliv”
brand products and Åhlens’ own dishwashing liquid in the department stores.
Read more at www.ahlens.se/inredning/bra-val/index.html
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O u r va l u e s

TEST NEW IDEAS

ENSURE THAT
WE ARE AT THE FOREFRONT
Axel Johnson’s strategy is clear: profitable, long-term growth through develop
ment and innovation. In ten years, 50 percent of Axel Johnson’s business will
consist of things the Group does not do today. We will be testing more new ideas
than ever before to make sure we remain at the forefront. In parallel, the compa
nies will be working towards continuous, business-specific improvements to
sharpen their competitive edge.
Innovation and change are the norm
For us at Axel Johnson, innovation and
change are the norm – not an exception.
That is the ultimate expression of our longterm approach. We must always have the
capacity to manage the major changes that
occur in society and in our markets. In so
doing, we can remain at the forefront. Being
a leader requires creating the right conditions to maintain that lead in future years as
well, when the market changes – for it always
does.
Secure identity
Our drive towards innovation and willingness to change over the years have been
– and remain – strong.
Profitable organic growth is the foundation of our success. This is based on the
daily efforts of our employees to achieve
the little improvements and constantly find
new paths forward. Development involves
ventures into new value propositions, new
customer categories and new products or
services in new markets, but also developing
completely new businesses.
New ideas for better business
The global markets of today are closely
linked and the pace of change is so fast that
it is easy to be overtaken. That is why a constant flow of new ideas that can be translated into successful businesses is critical to
survival. The corporate culture within Axel
14
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Johnson is secure and permissive. Boldness
is encouraged, mistakes are allowed and
things worth waiting for are given the time
required. People are encouraged in every
dimension.
As an important step in this process,
Axel Johnson launched the Axlab innovation
initiative last year. The idea is to involve and
stimulate all 22,000 employees of the Group
to come up with new ideas that create even

better business. In this way, our employees
are involved in shaping the future of the
Group.
The contest lasted for 48 frenetic hours
in October 2015. Employees submitted their
best ideas through the digital platform www.
axlab.nu. The results exceeded our wildest
expectations. A total of 847 suggestions
came in from the various companies. The
best ideas were then presented to Axel Johnson’s own “Dragons’ Den,” composed of Axel
Johnson’s owner Antonia Ax:son Johnson,
Chairman Caroline Berg and the executive
management team. Two winners were chosen and given the opportunity to realize their
ideas. Both are currently under development
within the Group.

AXLAB – THE CONTEST FOR

NEW IDEAS AND BETTER BUSINESS

48 847 2
hours

suggestions

READ MORE AT WWW.AXLAB.NU

winners

O u r va l u e s

SENSOR TECHNOLOGY AS A RELATIONSHIP BUILDER
One of the first place wins in the innovation program Axlab 2015
was taken by a team under the leadership of Olga Krejci Halkovova
from Axel Johnson International. The idea is based on an advanced
form of sensor technology. Sophisticated sensor technology
already exists for monitoring load lashing, pumps and cables.
The team took the concept a step further.
When the sensor is triggered and an alarm sounds, a signal is
simultaneously sent with a request for inspection or a spare parts

delivery. This seemingly simple addition (and aren’t most good
ideas simple?) provides considerable advantages to our customers.
Damage to loads can be reduced and unnecessary production
downtime can be avoided. This has positive impact on safety and
the bottom line.
For Axel Johnson International, the innovation entails further
development of the business model and opportunities to further
strengthen customer relationships.

LOWER THE PEAKS
The other first place in the Axlab 2015
innovation program went to Robert Hård,
head of HR, Legal and Environment at Meca,
a Mekonomen Group company. His entry
shows that “innovation” does not have to be
associated with technology and the art of
engineering.
Meca’s auto repair and service shops are
often small businesses with few employees.
That results in tension during periods when
demand for shop services is especially
high. How can the shops meet the need
for personnel during peak periods without
staffing becoming too costly when demand
is lower? To solve this problem, Robert

launched an idea that yields many advantages. Many new Swedes have experience
as car mechanics. By starting a temporary
staffing agency that takes advantage of
these skills, Meca shops can make their
operations more flexible. The temporary
resources from the staffing agency make it
possible for the shops to deliver even when
the pressure is on. At the same time, they
can be profitable year-round.
The idea creates additional business
opportunities for Meca while creating jobs
for trained workers. And it brings a new
service to Mekonomen Group.
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ACCOUNTABLE FREEDOM

MOTIVATED EMPLOYEES ARE
GROWING WITH OUR COMPANIES
We believe freedom empowers growth. That is why Axel Johnson runs its busi
nesses in a decentralized organization. It is our 22,000 employees who have the
knowledge, the skills and the ideas that develop and improve our businesses. We
trust them implicitly while expecting everyone who works within the Group to
accept great responsibility.
We believe in the individual
Axel Johnson has a decentralized organization. The energy, resources and skills should
reside in the companies, the businesses,
close to the customers. Accordingly, we
have a small head office and lead through
the boards of directors. The companies’
management teams clearly own their
business.
The Axel Johnson culture is characterized
by accountable freedom with great trust
in our employees. For them to grow, they
must be given responsibility and manage
that in the best possible way. This is critical
to employee motivation. If people grow,
companies grow too.
Business = encounters
The combined knowledge that builds our
Group resides in each and every one of our
employees. More than a million customer
encounters take place every day. Our success is based on the sense of service and
the experience that each of our employees
creates in these customer encounters. Every
encounter affects our business.
We work unceasingly to attract, develop
and retain the best of the best in our Group.
We want to be a mirror image of our customers in order to create good relationships and
encounters in the best possible way.
The right skills in every position
As of this moment, trade may be undergoing
the most revolutionary changes ever. That
makes having the right individual with the
16
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right skills in every position a constant challenge, since the needs are always changing.
“Axademy” is Axel Johnson’s integrated
forum for skills and leadership development.
Seminars, meetings and training sessions
are carried out within the framework of
Axademy. For example, in the autumn of
2015, we held E-day, where leading experts
in the areas of e-commerce, big data and
digital trends provided input and ideas for
future activities.
Axiom challenges
In February, we completed the seventh
Axiom program. Axiom is Axel Johnson’s
leadership development program for young
and new managers and specialists with
great future potential. Over a period of 7-8
months, the participants take on a number

of real business challenges Group companies are facing.
About 40 percent of the time, partici
pants work with financial correlations, leader
ship and strategy. Later, they use what they
have learned as they work in teams to tackle
a business challenge. The program puts
tremendous pressure on participants with
regard to time constraints and degree of
difficulty. Stakeholders reacted enthusiast
ically to all four challenges presented.
New business ideas
We constantly focus is on making many
small improvements. But we are also dependent upon swift innovation. It is a matter
of building a company culture in which we
work with everything from becoming more
efficient to identifying new business ideas.
People who work at Axel Johnson not
only have opportunities, but also the responsibility to drive development forward. This
imposes demands, but it also creates a platform for development and self-actualization.
The story about Jessica and Marie and
their meeting with Zlatan is a good example.

JESSICA, MARIE & ZLATAN

O u r va l u e s

DREAM BIGGER!
Jessica Dersén and Marie Klockare-Carlzon
worked at Kicks. For several years, they were
involved in successfully launching many exciting
brands, but they had been nurturing an idea of
their own for a long time.
They wanted to try their wings and start a
completely new business focused on creating
unique fragrances and beauty products. They

wanted to manage everything, from concept and
product development to branding and launching.
“For example, we were surprised that no one had
launched Zlatan Ibrahimović as a brand in our
industry. Björn Borg had been a hit, right along
with David Beckham. We thought Zlatan would
score a hat trick as a brand. We even talked to
some of our suppliers and shared the idea with
them. But nothing happened. Finally we said,
if nobody else is going to do it, let’s give it a
try ourselves,” says Jessica.
Through his agent,
Jessica and Marie
arranged a meeting
with Zlatan at the Paris
St-Germain training
camp. There were
signs everywhere that
said “Dream Bigger.”
Jessica and Marie took
that as a good omen.
Zlatan was quick to
jump on board and
approved the longterm plan.
Back home, the
strategy was presented to Group
management and
the new company
Amazing Brands
was formed within
Axstores. And then
it was full speed
ahead! One of the
best perfumers in
France began working with Zlatan to
craft the fragrance
based on his preferences
and scent memories. The packaging and concept
were developed.
The initial launch was in France on June 24th
last year, with the Swedish launch on August 12th.
By the end of the month, the perfume topped the
sales statistics at both Kicks and Åhléns.
The goal? Beyond continuing to build Zlatan
Ibrahimovic Perfums, Amazing Brands is looking
forward to launching more exciting brands. Amazing Brands is setting its sights on sales of SEK 100
million within three years. And so we see what
two amazing women and one amazing brand can
achieve together.
Read more at www.amazingbrands.com
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CUSTOMER FIRST

VITAL TO BUILDING AND
DEVELOPING NEW BUSINESSES
At Axel Johnson, we put the customer first. We know this is the best way to create
sustained long-term growth, especially as the markets are continually changing
and new competitors are always challenging established players.

18

Always close to the customer
Customer focus, every day, in every part of
the organization. That is the absolute pre
requisite for us to always have the capacity
to adapt the products and services we sell
so that they exceed customer expectations.
It is also necessary to our capacity to develop,
grow and create value for customers,
employees and shareholders. What we offer
our customers is always governed by their
needs and the forces that drive them.

come to conclusions and we make decisions
fast to keep pace with – and preferably
remain a bit ahead of – market preferences.
Marketplaces endure, but their shapes
change over time. Every single day, we have
to grapple with what the marketplace of
tomorrow will be like and the impact on customer behavior. How can we improve and
develop? What new ventures are required?
And all of this must take place in the interface with our customers.

Ear to the ground
Companies within Axel Johnson always keep
their ear to the ground in order to pick up
on trends as early as possible. We listen, we

Openness and responsiveness
Experience, service and relationships are
important to our customers. This is especially clear in our collaboration with enter-

|
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prise customers, for example within Martin
& Servera and Axel Johnson International.
They want active partnership that involves
rewarding give-and-take. By striving to act
in harmony with them, our aim is to be perceived as a partner, rather than a supplier.
DNA does not lie
Keen interest in our customers, companies
and businesses is an ever-present theme
throughout the Axel Johnson organization.
Executives and employees at the head office
are often on the road, visiting employees
and customers – in order to understand
them, not check up on them. This genuine
interest in the business is the DNA of Axel
Johnson.

O u r va l u e s

A DIGITAL KICK
Kicks is the leading cosmetics chain in Scandinavia with a wide range of
makeup, fragrance, skincare and haircare products. There are currently
about 250 stores in Sweden, Finland and Norway. In addition, Kicks is
investing heavily in e-commerce. Progress in 2015 shows how much
customers appreciate this. Kicks’ e-commerce in Sweden increased
by 70 percent – and in Norway by an impressive 89 percent. This
should be compared to general growth in e-commerce in these
markets, of 16 and 17 percent respectively.
Kicks inspires customers to navigate around the product range.
They can easily search their way to new favorites, both in the
store or on their mobile phones or tablets. Last May, Kicks
also launched a popular new feature. Every time customers place online orders, they can choose three free
product samples.
The Kicks Beauty Award is another popular initiative.
Online customers are invited to review and rank products
in the range. An impressive 21,000 reviews have been
generated this way and top-ranked product lists have been established in
various categories. This is a great guide for all customers and an activity
that generated widespread attention via social media.

A GOOD RECIPE
Martin & Servera have one clear and simple
ambition: to help their customers succeed.
They see themselves as a business partner with
tremendous expertise and genuine commitment
to the development of the Swedish food service
industry. One important aspect of this philosophy
is to offer a multifaceted and advanced training
program called GastroMerit.
The idea behind the concept is simple:
educated restaurant patrons are becoming more
discerning and demanding. That spurs us on. In
this way, we are working together to take cooking
to higher levels. This is a successful recipe for our
customers, but also for us.
The instructors are some of the top chefs in
Sweden. One of them is the Michelin-awarded
celebrity chef Sayan Isaksson, who
prepared the food for the
Nobel dinner in 2015.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

ACQUISITIONS AND NEW
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Business acquisitions are a fundamental element of Axel Johnson’s strategy to
build and develop profitable businesses. Our philosophy is to be an active and
long-term owner that creates opportunities for the acquired companies to grow.
We offer a stimulating business environment and an entrepreneurial climate.
The structure of the Axel Johnson Group is also amenable to acquisitions of
companies of varying size and maturity, from new enterprises with limited
cash flow to profitable multinationals.
We have the experience
We believe in the family business as an
outstanding form of ownership and we have
a long history of building and developing
companies. Through knowledge, insight and
operational influence, we contribute to sustainable profit and value growth in our companies. Over the last ten years, the Group
has acquired more than 60 companies. We
know how an acquisition process should be
carried out in a way that is successful for all
parties.

20
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Acquisitions in the Group can be divided
into four general categories:
•• New Group companies
•• Complementary investments
•• Growth investments
•• Startup investments
New Group companies
New Group companies within Axel Johnson
are created through acquisitions of new
companies and structural deals in which
existing Group companies are integrated in
the new enterprises created.

The work with new Group companies is run
by Axel Johnson. We became the principal
owner of Mekonomen Group in 2006, for
example, by acquiring 29 percent of share
capital. (Current stake: approx. 26 percent.)
Another example is when the Group company Martin & Servera was created in 2011
through the merger of Servera, owned by
Axel Johnson, and Martin Olsson. Axel Johnson currently owns 70 percent of the
merged company. The latest Group company is Dustin, in which Axel Johnson
bought a 20 percent share of equity in 2015.
When we evaluate new Group companies, we look for enterprises that meet a
number of criteria. We invest primarily in
trading and service companies based in
Scandinavia. Other important criteria are
a strong market position and potential to
expand. We endeavor always to acquire a
stake large enough to actively influence and
develop the business.

B US I NESS D EVELOPMENT

THE LATEST GROUP COMPANY IS DUSTIN,
IN WHICH AXEL JOHNSON BOUGHT A
20 PERCENT SHARE OF EQUITY IN 2015.
Complementary investments
Complementary investments are made in
Group companies and are pursued by the
respective company with the support of
Axel Johnson.
Axel Johnson International is a multinational technical trading company for which
acquisitions are the primary growth strategy.
It is the part of the Axel Johnson Group that
carries out the highest number of complementary acquisitions. Mennens, Forszi-Tech,
GISAB, Trans-Auto and Acorn Industrial
Services are a few examples of companies
that recently became part of Axel Johnson
International, further strengthening the
technical trading group’s value proposition.
Further examples of complementary
acquisitions are Axstores’ acquisition of
the Norwegian beauty chain Esthetique,
which is now an integrated part of Kicks,
and Martin & Servera’s acquisition of Galatea,
a wholesaler of alcoholic beverages.

Mekonomen Group’s acquisitions of Meca
and Sørensen og Balchen were keystones in
Mekonomen Group’s efforts to consolidate
the Scandinavian auto parts market.
Growth investments
Investments in small and medium-size highgrowth companies are made primarily within
the confines of the Group’s investment firm,
Novax. Novax is a long-term partner for highgrowth companies with proven business
models and profit-oriented management.
Examples of companies in which Novax
is an owner are Filippa K, RCO, Mediums and
Concept. During 2015, Novax also invested
in Academic Work and ApoEx.

through D-Ax, an investment firm oriented
towards digital companies in the startup
phase. The focus is on investing in companies that are creating leverage between the
virtual and physical markets through novel
digital innovations.

Startup investments
The Group invests in startup companies only
when they can be a strong complement to
the Group’s other businesses. The majority
of these types of investments are made

OUR LATEST ACQUISITIONS DUSTIN GROUP
ACADEMIC WORK OPUS EQUIPMENT APOEX
TRANSAUTO GISAB KWINTET LIFTING
SPRUIT ARMATON GALATEA HAIMERL
AKODIS ACORN ME MASKIN
Axel Johnson Annual Review 2015
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AXEL JOHNSON

GROUP OVERVIEW
AXEL JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL
A technical trading group that distributes products
and customized solutions to industrial customers
The company operates in four business groups in
25 countries.

› AxLoad › AxFlow › AxIndustries › AxDrive

AXFOOD
One of the leading Swedish companies in the retail gro
cery market. The retail business is run through 262 wholly
owned stores. In addition, Axfood cooperates with more
than 800 merchant-owned stores contractually affiliated
with Axfood. Axfood is listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.

› Willys › Hemköp › Axfood Närlivs › Dagab

AXSTORES
One of the leading retail groups in the Nordic
region with 380 department and specialty stores
in beauty, home and fashion. The focus is on
modern and inspiring shopping.

› Åhléns › Kicks › Lagerhaus

Net sales:
SEK 6,481m
Profit after
net financial items:
SEK 269m
Average no. of
full-time employees:
2,655
Equity interest: 100%

Net sales:
SEK 41,247m
Profit after
net financial items:
SEK 1,749m
Average no. of
full-time employees:
8,803
Equity interest: 50.1%
Market value
as of 31 Dec 2015:
SEK 30,809m

Net sales:
SEK 8,046m
Profit after
net financial items: 1
–SEK 17m
Average no. of
full-time employees:
3,714
Equity interest: 100%
1
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Adjusted for restructuring
costs.
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DUSTIN
One of the Scandinavia’s leading resellers of IT products
and related services. With its core business in e-com
merce, Dustin functions as a bridge between the manu
facturers’ wide product lines and customer needs.

Net sales:2
SEK 7,990m
Profit after net financial
items:2
SEK 206m
Average number
of employees:
944
Equity interest: 20%
2

MARTIN & SERVERA
Sweden’s leading restaurant and food service wholesalers
offering products, services and expertise to restaurants
and food service companies. The group includes the
parent company Martin & Servera and five subsidiaries.

Dec 2014–Nov 2015.

Net sales:
SEK 12,958m
Profit after
net financial items:
SEK 333m
Average no. of
full-time employees:
2,894
Equity interest: 70%

MEKONOMEN GROUP
Scandinavia’s leading auto parts chain with about 350
stores and more than 2,100 affiliated auto repair and
service shops. Offers a wide range of economical and
innovative products for consumers and businesses.
Listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.

› Mekonomen Nordic › Meca Skandinavia
› Sørensen og Balchen

Net sales:
SEK 5,624m
Profit after
net financial items:
SEK 594m
Average no. of
full-time employees:
2,290
Equity interest: 26.5%

Key figures for 2015 exclude the Danish operations, which are
reported as a discontinued operation as of 1 January 2015.

NOVAX

Total sales
in Novax companies:
approx. SEK 5,500m

An active and long-term owner/partner that invests in small
and medium-sized enterprises with high growth potential.

Total number
of employees
in Novax companies:
approx. 4,000

Fully and partially owned companies include DesignTorget,
Filippa K, RCO, ApoEx, Medius, Concept Motion, Education.com
Media Group, Json Handels, Academic Work, Hyper Island and
Global Health Online.

Equity interest: 100%
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AXEL JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL

FROM SUPPLIER
TO CLOSE PARTNER
Axel Johnson International is a technical distributor and supplier of services and
solutions to industry. We help industrial firms improve the efficiency, reliability,
quality and safety of their processes. The 90 companies that are part of Axel
Johnson International are all leaders in their market segments and add value
through product and system expertise, efficient logistics, maintenance services,
technical support and customized technical solutions.
Adjustment to new market climate
Underlying growth in industrial production
is low in Europe, which is Axel Johnson
International’s main market. The market is
gradually adjusting to a new position. The
customers are more focused on efficiency
improvements, productivity boosts and
energy savings. Axel Johnson International’s
strategy and capacity to offer customized
solutions are contributing to maintaining a
strong position in the market.
The oil and gas market squeezing earnings
Net profit for 2015 is slightly below last year’s
result. The decline is entirely attributable
to the sharp downturn in the oil and gas
market. Sales have dropped by as much as
50 percent for many of the Group’s customers in Norway, the UK and the Netherlands.
The picture is fragmented, however, and not
entirely negative. The positive dimension is
that Axel Johnson International is reporting
organic growth of 5 percent, excluding oil
and gas-related business.
Focus on customized solutions
Axel Johnson International has now adjusted
to the current market situation in the energy
sector. In so doing, the company has secured
a strong position when the market turns up
again. From a more general perspective,
many of the businesses within Axel Johnson
International are demonstrating positive
development, including Abkati, Trans-Auto,

24
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Axflow Jens S, Forankra and Allsafe Jungfalk.
The strategy shift towards more customized
solutions and system sales has accelerated.
To an increasing extent, our customers view
Axel Johnson International companies as
partners, rather than component suppliers.
In pace with the development of new service
propositions, opportunities for growth are
being created even though the market situation remains sluggish.

Acquisitions strengthening
the value proposition
The Group acquired Acorn Industrial Services
in the UK during 2015. The transaction is an
important step in developing the distribution of bearings and components for power
transmission. The market position has been
strengthened in both the local market and
the rest of Europe.
ME Maskin & Industriservice in Norr
köping, Sweden, was also acquired. The
company offers maintenance, renovation
and upgrades of equipment used in process
industries and engineering to the service
market. In addition to stronger local presence, the acquisition has also provided
an expanded service proposition to Axel
Johnson International.

Sales per business group, 2015

AxLoad, 50%
AxFlow, 23%
AxIndustries, 17%
AxDrive, 10%

Key figures, SEKm

2015

2014

Net sales

6,481

6,499

269

277

2,655

2,637

Profit after net financial items
Average number of full-time
employees
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FAST PACE
60 percent of what we do within
Axel Johnson International is new in
relation to only a decade ago. The
pace of innovation is fast.

Decentralized responsibility
for sustainability
Responsibility for sustainability issues is
decentralized to each business group.
Sustainability indicators have been
established to support the process.
Greater gender equality and more
women in managerial positions are
important sustainability goals. The
challenge is that Axel Johnson International works in industries where the
pool of women is limited. The new sustainability indicators provide a clearer
view of the situation.
Axel Johnson International has great
breadth, with many companies and
numerous suppliers. In order to ensure
ethical conduct, a Code of Conduct has
been prepared for all employees and
suppliers. Implementation began in
2015. The target is for suppliers who
account for approximately 90 percent
of purchase volumes to sign the Code
of Conduct this year.
Continued innovative ventures
60 percent of what we do within Axel
Johnson International is new in relation
to only a decade ago. The pace of innovation is fast. Some companies, such as
those oriented towards the vehicle
industry, launch 20 percent new products every year to meet their customers’
needs. The Group’s growth model is
based on constantly delivering new pro
ducts, services and customized solutions in new segments and new markets.
This will be accomplished through
both organic growth and acquisitions.
A number of new industries have been
identified. In 2016, Axel Johnson International will be establishing a presence
in new geographical markets.

CODE OF CONDUCT
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES
AND SUPPLIERS
Axel Johnson International has great
breadth, with many companies and
numerous suppliers. In order to ensure
ethical conduct, a Code of Conduct
has been prepared for all employees
and suppliers. Implementation began
in 2015.
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AXFOOD

STRONGER POSITION
AND RECORD EARNINGS
Axfood AB does business in the wholesale and retail grocery trade in Sweden.
The retail business is conducted through the company-owned chains Willys and
Hemköp. Axfood AB owns 262 stores. In addition, there are 111 merchant-owned
Hemköp stores. Through Axfood Närlivs, Axfood also collaborates with about 800
merchant-owned stores within the Tempo, Handlar’n and Direkten concepts and
supplies food to convenience stores. Wholesale sales are run through the Axfood
Snabbgross chain. Dagab is responsible for product line development, purchasing
and logistics on behalf of Axfood. Axfood is listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.
Stable market
The grocery trade, excluding alcohol,
demonstrated positive growth in 2015.
Sales measured in current prices increased
by 4.0 percent according to HUI Research
and Statistics Sweden, including a volume
increase of 1.6 percent. Prices increased
by 2.4 percent.

ity, contributing to the best earnings in the
company’s history.
Vibrant organic trend
Consumer interest in organic food is still
strong, as reflected by Willys and Hemköp,
which both outperformed their targets for
organic sales in 2015. The organic share of
net sales was 5.2 percent for Willys (target
5 percent) and 8.1 percent for Hemköp
(target 8 percent). The increasing demand
for organic and vegetarian products must be
viewed in relation to the supply in the market, which is still limited. In response, Axfood
is taking concerted action and launched
60 own-brand organic products and a new
vegetarian concept during the year.

Best earnings ever
Axfood delivered outstanding growth in
2015 and strengthened its market position.
Strong sales increased profitability and the
EBIT margin was 4.3 percent. Axfood thus
attained the long-term target of 4 percent.
All companies in the Axfood Group demonstrated strong growth and higher profitabil-

Total organic share of
net sales, %

EBIT margin, %

6

5

5

Continued development
Starting in 2015, the product line and purchas
ing functions were coordinated with the logis
tic functions into one segment within Axfood.
The effort to create a modern supply chain
organization has already produced positive
effects for the Group and its customers.
Several stores were modernized during
the year and eight new Willys or Hemköp
stores were opened. At the end of the year,
Axfood AB owned 262 stores.
E-commerce venture
Online trade in Sweden is increasing
steadily, albeit from low levels. Axfood has
been offering e-commerce to its customers
for some time within Axfood Närlivs. During
2015, Axfood also developed a digital online
shopping platform directed at consumers.
The concept will be rolled out this year on
a small scale through Willys and Hemköp.
Stockholm and Gothenburg will be first out,
offering both in-store collection and home
delivery.
Sustainability action
Axfood is taking an active part in the current
debate to bring industry and customer preferences to the fore and sharpen the focus
on the sustainability aspects of the grocery
business. Among other actions, Axfood has
worked with reducing food waste. This is
being accomplished by improving the company’s own flow processes, informing consumers and donating food to Matmissionen
(see also page 13) and other charititable
organizations.

4

4

3

3
2

2
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Profit after net financial items
Average number of full-time employees
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2015

2014

41,247

38,484

1,749

1,430

8,803

8,481
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E-COMMERCE VIA WILLYS
AND HEMKÖP

INCREASED SHARE OF
ORGANIC PRODUCTS

Online trade in Sweden is increasing steadily, albeit from low levels.
Axfood already offers e-commerce
as a wholesaler. In 2016, Axfood will
also roll out an e-shopping concept
to consumers via Willys and Hemköp.
Stockholm and Gothenburg will be
first out, offering both in-store collection and home delivery.

The organic share of net sales in
2015 was 5.9 percent. Hemköp’s
share of net sales was 8.1 percent
and Willys’ share was 5.2 percent.

Return deposits are mandatory in Sweden
on many ready-to-consume drinks. On
its own initiative, Axfood has become the
first company in Sweden to introduce
a return deposit on cordial bottles. We
hope that the initiative will inspire more
producers to take Axfood’s lead.
Continued ventures
In 2016, Axfood will continue to develop
its concepts and strengthen its brands
to exceed customer expectations. Focus
will be on increased efficiency, a high
rate of new business establishment, tight
cost control and further development of
the digital marketplaces.

TRAINING –
ON EQUAL TERMS
During the year, Axfood has been working to give individuals with various
learning styles, dyslexia or international
backgrounds the opportunity to take
advantage of the training programs
the company offers - on equal terms.
Through the introduction of tools that
make texts more accessible, we are
making it easier for more employees to
develop on the job.
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AXSTORES

SUCCESS FOR KICKS
AND LAGERHAUS
Axstores is one of the leading retail groups in Scandinavia. Focus is on modern
and inspiring shopping in the beauty, home and fashion segments. The 380
department and specialty stores in Sweden, Finland and Norway that are part of
the Group operate under three vibrant brands: Åhléns, Kicks and Lagerhaus. The
common denominator for the chains is that they are characterized by constant
innovation. The product lines are continuously developed and the Group has a
high rate of new store openings in Scandinavia and is making goal-oriented
investments in digital channels.
Positive market overall
The market situation in 2015 was generally
good. Retail trade in Sweden grew by almost
6 percent, primarily due to higher consumer
purchasing power due to low interest rates
and lower energy prices. The trend was
good in Norway as well, although it was
partly counteracted by low oil prices, high
unemployment and a weaker domestic
currency. The market situation in Finland
remained weaker than in the other Nordic
countries.

Key figures, SEKm
Net sales

2015

2014

8,046

7,548

–17

125

3,714

3,868

Profit after net financial items 1
Average number of full-time
employees

73%

Adjusted for restructuring costs.

1

Growth in Kicks online shopping in 2015
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Higher sales
All companies within Axstores reported
higher sales during the year. Amazing
Brands, which is also part of Axstores and
creates fragrance and beauty products, is
still growing (see page 17). Kicks presented
its best earnings ever and Lagerhaus its second-best of all time. Profitability was weaker
during the year for Åhléns, however, in spite
of favorable growth, and earnings were
adversely impacted by restructuring costs,
lower margins due to negative currency

Lagerhaus’s “Smart Choice” products
share of total sales, %

Target

25
20
15
10
5
0

2014

2015

2018

The target for “Smart Choice” products is
25 percent of Lagerhaus’s total sales by 2018.
A share of 14.9 percent was achieved in 2015.

effects on purchasing prices and a generally
more activity-driven retail market. As a
result, overall earnings for the Group as a
whole declined.
Changes within Åhléns
Åhléns is currently the leading department
store chain in Sweden, with more than 2.2
million Åhléns Club members and more than
70 department stores in central locations in
Swedish cities. It is also one of the more
well-known brands in Sweden. The company
offers a unique mix of selected, good-value
products in fashion, home decor, beauty and
children’s products.
A number of activities were initiated in
autumn 2015 aimed at improving profitability within Åhléns and building the department store of the future. These actions
involve both savings and investments,
including organizational and methodology
changes, product line development and a
new marketing strategy. The most important
aspect is the customer experience in our
department stores - not only customer service, but the attractiveness of our stores.
Åhléns City Stockholm has undergone a face
lift during the year with a tastefully remodeled home decor department during the
year and the launch of new departments
such as Sport & Wellness and Torget (the
Market Square). A new and popular restaurant, Pane Fresco, has also been opened.
The year also entailed decisions to close
down a few department stores and the operations in Norway. In parallel, Åhléns department stores were opened at the Mall of
Scandinavia, while Åhléns Uppsala and
Åhléns Nacka Forum were remodeled. An
intensive effort is also ongoing to develop
e-commerce for Åhléns. The launch is
planned for the first quarter of 2016.
Kicks recognized
Kicks is the leading cosmetics chain in
Scandinavia with a wide range of makeup,
fragrance, skincare and haircare products.
There are currently about 250 stores in
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SUCCESSFUL TRANS
FORMATION IN NORWAY
Axstores acquired the Norwegian
beauty chain Esthetique, with 76
stores, in 2010. In five years, the
chain has been converted to Kicks,
with a new store concept, new product range strategy and new omnichannel strategy. The innovation has
generated incredible sales growth,
high brand awareness and the Retail
Chain of the Year Award for 2015!

 weden, Finland and Norway. The compaS
ny’s strong earnings performance is based
on rapid growth in all markets. Kicks opened
ten new units last year - two in Norway and
four each in Sweden and Finland. The retail
chain and e-commerce are both demonstrating strong growth and profitability.
Kicks has successfully combined the bricksand-mortar stores with online shopping,
thus offering the customer expansive service and convenience. Kicks was named
2015 Retail Chain of the Year in Norway,
accentuating the company’s success. The
launch of the Kicks Beauty Award last year is
an industry innovation. The customers name
the best beauty products and are thus given
power over the product line.
Lagerhaus is growing
Lagerhaus offers practical, good-value home
decor items with unique designs that quite

FOCUS IN 2016

simply renew the home. Five units were
established in Norway during the year.
Two new stores (net) were opened in
Sweden. The 35th is located in the Mall
of Scandinavia. That Lagerhaus was able
to demonstrate its second-highest profits ever, in spite of the rapid expansion, is
evidence of the strength of the brand.

The effort to improve profitability will continue this year, among else by continued
investments in Åhléns City Stockholm,
Åhléns Borås and Åhléns Lund. The fashion
line will be developed and Åhléns online
shopping service will be launched. Kicks
will achieve several milestones during the
year: launch of a flagship store, continued
development in Finland, including in
online shopping, and the company’s omnichannel venture. Lagerhaus will continue
its expansion in Norway.
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DUSTIN

AN INTENSIVE AND
EXPANSIVE YEAR
Axel Johnson acquired 20 percent of equity in Dustin in 2015. The company is one
of Scandinavia’s leading resellers of IT products and related services. The compa
ny’s customers are businesses, the public sector and consumers. With its core in
e-commerce, Dustin functions as a bridge between manufacturers’ large product
lines and customer needs, where Dustin’s employees support customers in finding
the right solution for them. The business operates in Sweden, Denmark, Norway
and Finland. More than 90 percent of Dustin’s revenues come from the enterprise
market and about 75 percent of sales are generated via the online platform.
A market worth SEK 100 billion
Dustin’s addressable enterprise market in
Scandinavia is worth about SEK 100 billion
annually and is comprised of hardware, software and standardized services. Underlying
growth is on the order of 3 percent. Three
significant trends control market development: increased online sales of IT products
and services to enterprises, the technology
shifts that are driving growth for advanced
products and services and higher growth in
small and medium-sized enterprises.
The market climate in 2015 was challenging. Market data shows that growth
for clients, computers and tablets was

Key figures, SEKm

20151

Net sales

20141

7,990

7,615

Profit after net financial items

206

221

Average number of full-time
employees

938

940

1

2015: Dec 2014–Nov 2015, 2014: Dec 2013–Nov 2014.

Sales per customer group, 2014/15

Business and public
sector, 93%
Consumers, 7%
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negative in Scandinavia in terms of both
volume and value. The downturn is largely
explained by the earlier and widespread
migration from Windows XP to Windows 8
and currency-related price increases by the
major vendors.
First year as a listed company
Despite the challenging business climate,
Dustin further strengthened its market
position during the split financial year of
2014/2015. Net sales increased by 7.6 percent to nearly SEK 8 billion. Adjusted earnings (EBITA) amounted to SEK 354 million,
on par with the year before.

140,000
DEVICES

Dustin is striving to extend product lifetime by
encouraging customers to return devices when
they no longer have use for them. Dustin’s primary
objective is the ensure that products are reused
by selling them in used condition. As a secondary
alternative, they will be recycled. The target is to
take back 140,000 sold products by 2020. So far,
1,272 devices have been taken back.

2015 was Dustin’s first year as a listed
company. In addition to the special attention generated by the IPO, the year was
characterized by Dustin’s implementation of
a new IT platform. It creates the opportunity
for the company to maximize the benefit of
all the experience and expertise gathered
within Dustin.
Important awards
Dustin’s strong market position was manifested last year by prestigious awards in
several of the company’s geographical
markets. HP crowned Dustin “Partner of the
Year.” Dell named Dustin “Infrastructure Partner of the Year” and Microsoft recognized
Dustin for its work supporting customers in
mobility and cloud services.
Advanced positions
Dustin strengthened its value proposition
in more advanced products and services
through the acquisition of Resolute, one
of Finland’s leading vendors of networking
solutions to businesses and the public sector. In late 2015, the company also acquired
Commsec, a small Swedish company that
provides networking and security solutions.
Dustin has also opened a concept store
in Stockholm. The entire Dustin product line
is gathered under one roof, exactly as in the
web shop. Focus is on advice to help small
and medium-sized enterprises find the right
mix of products and solutions.
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GENDER EQUALITY TARGET

CONCEPT STORE
IN STOCKHOLM

Dustin introduced a gender equality
target during the year, which states
that each sex must have minimum
representation of 40 percent and
maximum representation of 60 percent by 2020. A requirement that
there must be male and female final
candidates in all managerial recruitments has also been introduced.

Dustin has opened a concept store
in Stockholm aimed at the main segment of small and medium-sized
enterprises. The entire Dustin product line is gathered under one roof in
the concept store, exactly as in the
web shop. Focus is on advice to help
customers find the right mix of products and solutions.

Focus on diversity
Dustin introduced a gender equality target during the year. By 2020, each sex
must have representation of at least 40
percent and no more than 60 percent in
the Group as a whole. Aimed at increasing gender equality, a requirement has
also been imposed that there must be
male and female final candidates in all
managerial recruitments.
A more sustainable IT industry
Dustin carried out a number of initiatives during the year to work step-bystep with customers and suppliers to
contribute to a more sustainable IT
industry. As part of the effort, Dustin
has a target that 140,000 sold devices
will have been recycled by 2020. Dustin
is striving to extend product lifetime
by encouraging customers to return
devices to us when they no longer
have any use for them. Dustin’s primary
objective is the ensure that products
are reused by selling them in used condition. As a secondary alternative, they
will be recycled. During the 2014/15
financial year, Dustin took back 1,272
devices.
The company has also entered into
a strategic partnership with the World
Wildlife Fund, WWF. The partnership is
based on common goals and activities
for sustainable IT and a better climate.
Continued Nordic integration
The internal initiative to export new
and existing value propositions to all
Group markets will continue in 2016.
Additional economies of scale and
efficiency gains will also be realized.
The effort to fully integrate the Swedish,
Danish and Norwegian operations is
complete. The Finnish operations will
also be fully integrated during 2016.

A SINGLE PLATFORM FOR ALL
COUNTRIES
Dustin implemented a Nordic IT platform during the 2014/15 financial year
to improve efficiency and power con
tinued expansion of the entire Dustin
value proposition to all markets. The
online platform will be launched in
Finland during the current financial
year and the Finnish operations will
be fully integrated later in 2016.
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MARTIN & SERVERA

A STRONG BASE FOR
CONTINUED SUCCESS
Martin & Servera is Sweden’s leading restaurant and food service specialist. Their
mission is to supply the professional food service industry with goods, services
and expertise that make their customers’ lives easier and improve their busi
nesses. The business is based on the employees’ tremendous knowledge and
genuine commitment to the development of the Swedish food service industry.
Historically high sales and
positive earnings growth
The restaurant market has demonstrated
favorable growth in recent years and 2015
was in line with the trend. The portion of the
meal krona allocated to food-related purchases is just over 32 percent today. There
is every reason to believe that the share will
continue to grow.
Martin & Servera delivered positive earnings growth in 2015. The company is reporting profit of SEK 333 million, up by 12.5
percent compared with the preceding year.
Martin & Servera also attained historically
high sales of SEK 13 billion (12.5 billion).
An intensive journey of development
At present, Martin & Servera is in the midst
of a comprehensive effort to equip the

Key figures, SEKm
Net sales

2015

2014

12,958

12,516

333

296

2,894

2,761

Profit after net financial items
Average number of full-time
employees

business for continued success. Numerous
major projects and initiatives have been carried out – and are in progress – in parallel.
Last year’s projects included the construction of a new and modern warehouse
in Umeå. The focus was on sustainability
throughout the building project. The move
of Grönsakshallen Sorunda’s operations in
western Sweden from Uddevalla to Gothenburg was another strategically important
action.
The new e-commerce platform that
simplifies digital customer relationships
was launched in the autumn. It provides
culinary inspiration, better search capabilities, expanded product information and a
detailed delivery calendar, all via a modern
and responsive layout.

Share of organic and ecolabeled products
of total sales to the public sector market, 2015
Organic and
ecolabeled
sales, 26%

Sales breakdown by customer group, 2015

Private
restaurants, 72%
Public
sector, 28%
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The share of organic and ecolabeled products should equal 40 percent of total sales
to the public sector market and 15 percent
for the private sector market by 2020. The fig
ures for 2015 were 26 percent for the public
sector and 8 percent for the private sector.

Business as usual
In addition, a company-wide training program for all managers was carried out last
year. The challenge for the organization in
2015 was to maintain the quality and service
that Martin & Servera’s customers expect
and are accustomed to at the same time
that all of these important activities were
realized.
Sustainability initiatives
Martin & Servera published a sustainability
report for the first time in 2015. It follows the
guidelines provided in the global GR14 standard. This effort has systematized the work
to establish relevant key figures.
The building of the new warehouse in
Umeå was an important investment in sustainability. It is three times bigger than the
old warehouse. Despite that, energy consumption is expected to be only 40 percent
of what it used to be. That is good news for
the environment and the bottom line.
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ACQUISITION OF 3DAB
Martin & Servera acquired 3DAB and
its subsidiary Still Sparkling Star AB.
During the autumn, 3DAB and Martin
& Servera’s concept sales organization jointly formed the new specialist company Martin & Servera Solutions, which thus gained a wider
concept offering and nationwide
service.

Grönsakshallen Sorunda invested in a
new packaging line for precut salads
in 2015. It has doubled capacity, while
reducing the use of cling film in packaging. The shelf life of the products has
been extended and production waste
has been virtually eliminated.
Continued ventures
Martin & Servera’s journey will continue
in 2016. Important future initiatives
include implementation of a new
warehouse management system. In
conjunction with the opening of a new
store in Bromma during the summer,
a new concept and new brand were
launched for Martin & Servera Restaurangbutiker (formerly Martin Olsson
Cashar). A new warehouse will also
be built in Enköping.
Martin & Servera is continuing to
invest in the future.
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MEKONOMEN GROUP

THE PACE OF INNOVATION
REMAINS HIGH
Mekonomen Group is the leading auto service chain in Scandinavia. The business
comprises about 350 stores and more than 2,100 affiliated auto repair and service
shops that operate under the company’s various brands. The Group offers a wide
selection of economical and innovative solutions and products. The goal is to be
the motorist’s first choice with regard to consumers, companies and organiza
tions. The company is listed on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.
Increased market shares, but lower profits
Growth in the Scandinavian market was
stable in 2015, but competition remained
fierce. In this market, all parts of Mekonomen
Group demonstrated growth and increased
market shares in 2015. The acquisition of
Opus Equipment boosted growth, but 5
percent growth in comparable units shows
that Mekonomen Group strengthened its
position. This applies first and foremost to
increasing volumes to the customer groups
of affiliated and non-affiliated auto repair
and service shops.
Development has been particularly
strong in Norway. Sales in 2015 for the
company’s own parts brand, ProMeister,
increased to about SEK 500 million and

Key figures, SEKm

2015

2014

Net sales

5,624

5,262

594

620

2,290

2,131

Profit after net financial
items
Average number of
full-time employees

Key figures for 2015 exclude the Danish operations, which
are reported as a discontinued operation as of 1 January 2015.

Breakdown by customer group, 2015

accounted for 13 percent of total parts sales
during the second half of 2015. The new
distribution model deployed in Denmark
in 2015 has not yet developed at the positive rate required to achieve profitability.
Combined with the weak Norwegian krone,
this had adverse impact on earnings in the
third quarter, as did non-recurring costs in
the fourth quarter. Consequently, profits
fell short of the 2014 level. EBIT for 2015
amounted to SEK 616 (639) million.
Proactive venture
In July 2015, Mekonomen Group acquired
Opus Equipment, a total supplier of shop
equipment for auto repair and service shops
and vehicle safety inspection facilities in

Growth in number of auto repair
and service shops and stores
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500

Consumers via
concept-affiliated
shops, 34%
Other auto
shops, 40%
Consumers via
stores, 20%
Allied stores, 6%
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Sweden. Late in the year, the equipment
business was expanded to Norway, where a
subsidiary and affiliated service organization
were established under the ProMeister
Equipment brand. Offering equipment,
installation and maintenance service to new
and existing customers in the vehicle aftermarket thus became a new business within
the Group.
Innovation as strategy
Several projects were commenced in 2015
to create more favorable conditions for
existing and future digital business. The
development of a parts catalog and an
e-commerce platform for B2B customers is a
key step in the process. Mekonomen Group’s
e-commerce for enterprise customers currently generates a large portion of sales. The
platform development has brought opportunities for additional growth in sales to both
new and existing customers.
In 2015, Mekonomen Group became
the first aftermarket company to launch a
car-sharing concept, “Mekonomen dela bil”

13%

ProMeister’s share of the total parts line.
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MENTORING PROGRAM
Project MINE – a mentoring program whose mission is to facilitate
labor market entry for foreign-born
individuals with academic backgrounds.

COLLABORATION WITH THE
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Project Win-Win-Win – an aspect of
securing future growth of mechanics.
In collaboration with the Public Employment Service, recent arrivals to Sweden
with technical or mechanical skills are
recruited to a training program whose
objective is for the training to result in
employment in the Group’s auto repair
and service shops.

(Mekonomen Car Share). It responds to the
new trends surrounding alternative ways to
own or have access to a car.
Lasingoo, Mekonomen Group’s digital
search engine for auto shop services was
launched in Norway, where there are more
than 900 affiliated shops, in the the last
quarter of 2015. In Sweden, Lasingoo
entered into an alliance with Opus bilprovning on provision of car safety inspection services.
Focus on sustainability
Sustainability work in 2015 focused on
improving quality in the auto repair and
service shops and on training mechanics.
As part of the effort to secure future access
to qualified mechanics, Mekonomen Group
has an ongoing collaboration with the Public
Employment Service. It is based on recruit-

ing and providing additional training to
individuals of foreign background who have
technical or mechanical skills. The second
pilot round of the training program was
started in 2015. Going forward in 2016, the
ambition is to scale up the number of participants substantially and establish the model
in additional locations in Sweden.
An energy survey has commenced,
aimed at improving energy efficiency within
the Group. Mekonomen Group is working
with social enterprises to promote diversity
and integration in the labor market. The
company is involved in Mitt Liv, MINE, En
Frisk Generation, Glada Hudik-teatern and
Telge Tillväxt. MINE is a mentoring program
whose mission is to facilitate labor market
entry for foreign-born individuals with academic backgrounds.

Initiatives in 2016
Mekonomen Group will be maintaining the
fast pace of innovation by utilizing the size
advantages of the Group to a higher extent.
Resources within purchasing, IT and goods
flow are being coordinated in group-wide
functions to improve efficiency. In order
to develop the value proposition to shop
customers and shift the service position into
higher gear, the Group’s shop skills are being
concentrated under one management.
The company is continuing its venture with
its own parts brand, ProMeister, aiming to
generate growth outside the Group’s current
sales channels. The deployment of strategic
IT projects will also continue in 2016, including e-commerce for enterprise customers
and rollout of the premium auto repair and
service shop concepts Meca+ and Mekonomen Yehlove.
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NOVAX

FASTER PACE AND
BIGGER INVESTMENTS
Novax is Axel Johnson’s investment firm, whose mission is to create value and
profitability over the long term. Novax steps in as a partner in small and mediumsized high-growth companies with proven profitability and results-oriented
management. And – not least importantly – a clear growth strategy. Through its
board work, Novax is a committed and long-term owner without a preplanned
exit strategy. Two new and important investments were carried out in 2015, in
Academic Work and ApoEx.
Expertise, commitment and contacts
Novax is an active support and sounding
board for entrepreneurs and executives in
connection with the deployment of strategic
and value-creating initiatives to strengthen
long-term competitiveness. These include
focus on customer and employee satisfaction and investments in product development, sales and marketing and geographical
expansion. Novax has an extensive network
of professionals with operational experience
in various sectors who put their expertise,
commitment and experience at the disposal
of Novax companies and provide active support to management.

New investments
The two new investments in Academic Work
and ApoEx made during the year entailed a
significant reinforcement of Novax’s portfolio. Novax also increased its ownership stake
in Filippa K.
Academic Work is an agency involved in
temporary staffing and recruiting of Young
Professionals – university students and
graduates at the beginning of their careers.
ApoEx distributes pharmaceuticals and disposable materials to professional healthcare
providers.

Net sales, Novax companies
Net sales, SEKm

2015

2014

656

655

Sales growth, Novax
companies, SEKm

Majority interest
Filippa K
RCO

155

142

DesignTorget

130

134

Academic Work

2,151

1,876

ApoEx1)

1,327

1,724

Medius2)

3,000

208

246

2,000

137

128

1,000

Education.com Media Group

136

125

Hyper Island

134

114

Json

100

97

Short financial year 2015 (8 months). Split financial year 2014/15.
The figures for 2015 and 2014 and not comparable due to divestment
of part of the business.
3) Split financial year.
1)

2)
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Sustainability that creates business benefit
All companies are working actively to create more sustainable operations. Filippa
K, which continued its work with “Circular
Design” is one example. Circular Design is
a holistic approach that ensures the least
possible environmental load. The concept
ranges from design and choice of materials
to production and covers the entire life cycle
of the garment. Several activities are also
ongoing to promote greater diversity.
To promote sustainability initiatives that
also generate business benefit, Novax and
Axfoundation have once again thrown down
the gauntlet with the Novax Sustainability
Challenge. This is a contest in which the
Novax company that presents the most powerful sustainability initiative is given a grant
to realize the initiative.
Innovative initiatives
During 2015, Academic Work launched an
initiative focused on strategic skills provision
in selected industries with skills shortages
through a 12-week accelerated course in
programming.
RCO, which manufactures and markets
electronic lock products and solutions,
launched NoKey, a new cable-free lock
system.

6,000

4,000

Minority interest

Sales almost tripled
Total sales in Novax companies amounted
to more than SEK 5.5 billion in 2015. That
is an increase of more than SEK 4 billion
compared with the preceding year. The new
companies Academic Work and ApoEx were
strong contributors to this leap forward, but
underlying organic growth in the existing
companies also contributed to the positive
development.

11

12

13

14

15
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TEAM NOVAX
The Novax organization is made up of
employees with many years of solid
experience in the investment business,
business management and high-growth
companies. Novax also has an extensive network of advisors with substantive expertise and experience in several
different companies and sectors.

Filippa K launched several new sustainability initiatives. For example, customers
can rent parts of the collection and hand
in merchandise from earlier collections for
recycling. The “Lease the Look” concept was
introduced in connection with the runway
show of the spring/summer 2016 collection.
It gave customers the opportunity to rent
key pieces from the upcoming collection.

CIRCULAR DESIGN

RCO

A circular, holistic approach inspired
by the ecosystem in which Filippa K, its
suppliers, partners and customers are
working together to make the switch
to a circular economy. They are doing
this by creating the most sustainable products possible from all perspectives
– products that should have long lives in terms of both design
and quality. Filippa K wants to give the products the chance to live several
lives, such as through second-hand sales and renting, until they are finally
handed back in to the company to be recycled into new fibers.

RCO is a leading Swedish supplier of keyless
locks. RCO’s new NoKey Offline is a line of readers with the great advantage that installation
does not damage the door or require any
cablage, as well as R-control – a solution that
gives the customer a complete overview and
offers advanced system control and facility
control, all presented in a simple,modern and
intuitive way.

ACADEMIC WORK
WACADEMY
An initiative focused on strategic
skills provision in selected industries with skills shortages. The
initiative was launched in autumn
2015 and after a successful recruiting process with more than 2,000
applicants, 30 students have completed an accelerated course to
become certified C#.NET developers in only three months.
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AXEL JOHNSON

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

From left: Marcus Storch, Rasmus Tallén, Alexandra Mörner, Göran Ennerfelt, Caroline Berg, Marie Ehrling,
Antonia Ax:son Johnson, Anders Dahlvig, Lilian Mårelius, Mats Holgersson, Lars Olofsson.
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Caroline Berg
Chairman since March 2015,
director since 2014
Caroline was President, Human Resources
and Communications at Axel Johnson from
2006 to 2014 and a member of the executive
management team. At present, she is Vice
Chairman of Mekonomen Group and a director on the boards of AxFast, Axfood, Axstores
and the Stockholm School of Economics
Advisory Board. Caroline is also Chairman of
Erik and Göran Ennerfelt’s fund for Swedish
young people studying abroad.
Göran Ennerfelt
Vice Chairman since 2007,
director since 1975
Göran is President of Axel Johnson Holding
and Chairman of AxFast, the asset management business AltoCumulus and the American company Axel Johnson Inc. Göran was
formerly President and CEO of Axel Johnson
(1979–2007) and, among other appointments, Chairman of the Center of Business
and Policy Studies (SNS), the Swedish Foreign Trade Association and the Swedish
Trade Federation.
Anders Dahlvig
Director since 2010
Anders is Chairman of the New Wave Group
and a director of H&M, Oriflame, Resursbank, Inter Ikea Systems BV, Pret a Manger
and the British company Kingfisher. Anders
was President and CEO of IKEA for ten years,
until 2009.

Marie Ehrling
Director since 2012

Lars Olofsson
Director since 2013

Maria is Chairman of Telia Sonera, Vice
Chairman of Nordea, a director of Securitas,
the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences and the Stockholm School of Economics Advisory Board. Marie was CEO of
Telia Sonera Sverige 2003–2006. Marie has
also served as Deputy CEO of SAS AB and
CEO of SAS Scandinavian Airlines.

Lars is Chairman of TCC, Vice Chairman at
Axfood, a director of Bata Shoes and Compass LTD, Senior Advisor to SICPA SA and
a member of the International Business
Council of the World Economic Forum. He
was formerly the Chairman and CEO of the
French grocery chain Carrefour and Executive Vice President of the Nestlé Group.

Antonia Ax:son Johnson
Chairman 1982–2015, director since 2015

Marcus Storch
Director since 1997

Antonia is Chairman of Axel Johnson Holding AB and the Axel and Margaret Ax:son
Johnson Foundation and Vice Chairman of
Nordstjernan. She is a director of Axel Johnson Inc., AxFast and Axfood. Founder and
director of Axfoundation. Director of the
Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation for Public Welfare, the Royal Swedish
Academy of Engineering Sciences and others. Antonia holds an honorary doctorate
from the KTH Royal Institute of Technology.

Marcus is Chairman of the Board of Öresund,
the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and
the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences. Marcus was formerly the Chairman of the Nobel Foundation and President
and CEO of AGA.

Alexandra Mörner
Director since 2005
Alexandra has been active as a director of
companies within the Axel Johnson Group
since the mid-1990s and was previously the
head of Axstores’ retail store chains. Prior to
that she was Investment Manager at Novax.
Today, Alexandra is the Executive Chairman
of Axfoundation – the Antonia Ax:son Johnson Foundation for Sustainable Development – and a director of Axel Johnson Inc.
She is also a member of the advisory board
of asset management company AltoCumulus, Chairman of Perlavita and a director of
the Mistra Center for Sustainable Markets at
the Stockholm School of Economics.

Directors appointed by employee unions:
Mats Holgersson
Director since 2013
Mats is an employee of Martin & Servera and
employee representative for Unionen.
Lilian Mårelius
Director since 2011
Lilian is an employee of Åhléns and an
employee representative for the Commercial Employees Union.
Rasmus Tallén
Director since 2000
Rasmus is an employee of Martin & Servera
and an employee representative for the
Commercial Employees Union.
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vå r l e d n i n g

AXEL JOHNSON

OUR MANAGEMENT
Pia Anderberg
Vice President Human
Resources and Organizational
Development
Pia assumed her position as Vice
President Human Resources and
Innovation at Axel Johnson in
August 2014. She was formerly
the CEO and joint owner of Samsari and a partner and jointowner of Novare Human Capital.
Pia began her career at BTS
Group, where she held various
positions over a period of 14
years, most recently as Global
Partner and Head of BTS Europe.
Pia holds a degree in business
administration from Uppsala
University.
Directorships:
Chairman of Mitt Liv and director of Axstores, Åhléns, Novax,
EMG Group, Hyper Island and
Samsari.
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Johan Fant
CFO

Mia Brunell Livfors
President and CEO

Paul Schrotti
Executive Vice President

Johan joined Axel Johnson in
2011. Previously, Johan was CFO
at Boliden. Prior to that, his positions included Senior Vice President and Group Treasurer at
Electrolux, Corporate Controller
at Ericsson and CFO at Assa
Abloy. Johan holds an M.Sc.
Econ. from the Stockholm
School of Economics.

After having served as an adviser
and director of the company,
Mia was appointed CEO of Axel
Johnson in 2015. Prior to that,
Mia was with Kinnevik for 22
years, the last eight of which she
served as CEO of Investment AB
Kinnevik. Mia studied economics at Stockholm University.

Paul joined Axel Johnson in
2010. He was previously a partner of the venture capital firm
EQT. Prior to that, he held
various positions at KMPG,
Electrolux and Ikea. Paul has law
degrees from Uppsala University
and the University of Minnesota
Law School.

Directorships:
Director of Axel Johnson International, Axstores, Åhléns,
Martin & Servera and Dustin.

Directorships:
Chairman of Axstores, director of
Martin & Servera, Axel Johnson
International, Åhléns, Kicks,
Stena AB and Efva Attling Stockholm AB, and director and chairman of Axfood and nominated
director of Mekonomen Group.

Directorships:
Chairman of Axel Johnson
International and Novax.

PROFIT
IN 2015
SEK 2,165M

C o n s o l id at e d fi n a n ci a l s tat e m e n t s

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
Amounts in SEKm
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit

2015

2014

69,551

66,528

–56,600

–54,241

12,951

12,287

Selling expenses

–7,793

–7,531

Administrative expenses

–3,515

–3,227

Share of profits of associated companies
Other operating income
Other operating expenses
EBIT before items affecting comparability
Items affecting comparability
EBIT

33

–67

633

630

–31

–30

2,278

2,062

–101

361

2,177

2,423

Profit/loss from financial items
Profit/loss from securities and receivables held as non-current assets
Other interest income and similar profit/loss items
Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items
Profit before tax

–15

3

54

96

–51

–97

2,165

2,425

Tax on profit for the year

–598

–571

Profit for the year

1,567

1,854

Owners of the parent

795

1,189

Minority interests

772

665

Attributable to

Depreciation, amortization and impairments on
non-current assets included in 2015 earnings
Goodwill

Other intangible
assets

Tangible
assets

Cost of goods sold

–136

–148

–555

–839

Selling expenses

–142

–10

–217

–369

–17

–63

–105

Administrative expenses
Share of profits of associated companies

Associated
company

Total

–185
–195

–195

–295

–221

–877

–195

–1,588

Goodwill

Other intangible
assets

Tangible
assets

Associated
company

Total

Cost of goods sold

–121

–185

–536

–842

Selling expenses

–132

–9

–225

–366

–17

–42

–109

Depreciation, amortization and impairments on
non-current assets included in 2014 earnings

Administrative expenses
Share of profits of associated companies

–270

–236

–870

–168
–198

–198

–198

–1,574
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C o n s o l id at e d fi n a n ci a l s tat e m e n t s

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
Amounts in SEKm

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Goodwill

1,327

1,469

Other intangible assets

1,155

1,125

Property, plant and equipment

3,047

2,937

Investments in associated companies

1,452

591

ASSETS
Non-current assets

Other securities held as non-current assets

362

73

Deferred tax assets

134

99

Other financial assets

120

84

7,597

6,378

Inventories, etc.

5,535

5,562

Accounts receivable, trade

3,244

3,172

Current receivables

2,316

2,288

Short-term investments

1,593

3,052

Cash and bank balances

2,936

1,926

Total current assets

15,624

16,000

TOTAL ASSETS

23,221

22,378

Total non-current assets
Current assets

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity attributable to owners of the parent

9,267

9,110

Minority interests

1,900

1,665

Total equity

11,167

10,775

1,381

1,735

729

637

Non-current interest-bearing liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Other non-interest bearing non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Current interest-bearing liabilities
Accounts payable, trade

75

2,222

2,447

538

270

4,958

4,757

Other current non-interest bearing liabilities

4,336

4,129

Total current liabilities

9,832

9,156

23,221

22,378

456

686

181

164

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Total pledged assets
Total contingent liabilities

44
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C o n s o l id at e d fi n a n ci a l s tat e m e n t s

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Amounts in SEKm

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Profit after net financial items

2,165

2,425

Adjustments for non-cash items, etc.

1,404

1,136

3,569

3,561

Operating activities

Paid tax

–435

–392

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

3,134

3,169

Cash flow from changes in working capital
Change in inventories

–8

–445

Change in operating receivables

–112

–118

Change in operating liabilities

449

609

3,463

3,215

Acquisition of subsidiaries

–200

–466

Divestment of subsidiaries

32

426

–252

–242

–967

–816

Cash flow from operating activities
Investing activities

Change in intangible assets
Change in property, plant and equipment
Change in financial assets

–1,308

–56

Cash flow from investing activities

–2,695

–1,154

–44

61

Financing activities
Change in loans
Acquisition of minority interests

–219

Dividend paid

–893

Group contribution paid
Cash flow from financing activities

–597

–49

–160

–1,205

–696

Cash flow for the year

–437

1,365

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

4,977

3,588

Exchange differences in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

–11

24

4,529

4,977
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h i sto ry

A BRIEF HISTORY OF AXEL JOHNSON 1873 – 2015

1873. Axel Johnson is founded
Saddler’s son and trade clerk Axel
Johnson founds A. Johnson & Co.,
an agency and commission business,
on Lilla Nygatan in Stockholm.
1883. Saves Avesta Ironworks
Avesta Ironworks faces a crisis. During
reconstruction, A. Johnson & Co. steps
in as a partner.
1890. Shipping company
Nordstjernan founded
The steamship Annie Thérèse, named
after the founder’s wife, was the company’s first vessel, laying the foundation
for the Johnson Line.
1910. The Consul General takes over
Axel Johnson dies and his eldest son,
Axel Ax:son Johnson, also called the
Consul General, takes over the firm.

1870

1875

1880

1885

First generation: The Founder 1873–
1910 Axel Johnson laid the foundation,
with business centered around exports
of iron and imports of coal.
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1928. Oil refinery and road
construction company
Axel Ax:son Johnson builds Scandinavia’s first oil refinery in Nynäshamn to
supply the vessels with diesel. Asphalt
and road construction companies are
acquired to take advantage of new
business opportunities.
1958. Third generation takes over
The Consul General, Axel Ax:son Johnson dies, leaving behind more than 100
companies. Nordstjernan is endowed
and incorporates most of the Johnson
Group. His son, Axel Ax:son Johnson,
also known as the Mining Engineer,
takes over as CEO of Nordstjernan and
the trading company A. Johnson & Co.
1971. Antonia starts
Axel Ax:son Johnson’s daughter joins
the firm.

1890

1895

1900

1905

1910

1979. New CEO
Göran Ennerfelt succeeds the Mining
Engineer, Axel Ax:son Johnson, as CEO.
1982. Antonia appointed chairman
Nordstjernan is restructured. Business
collaboration between Nordstjernan
and A. Johnson & Co. is gradually
minimized. Antonia Ax:son Johnson
becomes chairman of A. Johnson & Co.
1988. Focus on retail
The Saba group is acquired, which
includes Åhlens, Dagab, Hemköp, B&W
and Saba Trading. A. Johnson & Co.
changes its name to Axel Johnson.
1990. “The Good Company"
Antonia coined the term, which focuses
on quality, the environment and health.

1915

1920

1925

Second generation: The Industrialist
1910–1958 Axel Johnson, also called
the Consul General, expanded the
Group substantially.

1930

1935

h i sto ry

2015
2001. AxFast becomes sister group
Real estate company AxFast is bought
out from Axel Johnson and becomes a
successful sister group.

1993. Foundation for environment
and development
The Antonia Ax:son Johnson Foundation for Sustainable Development
is founded.

2005. The fourth and fifth generations
Two generations are working together
to develop the Group.

1999. Investment in high-growth
companies
Novax is formed and becomes the
platform for investments in highgrowth companies like Filippa K,
RCO, Academic Work and ApoEx.

2006. New acquisitions
Axel Johnson International acquires a
number of technical trading companies and Axel Johnson becomes the
principal owner of Mekonomen Group.
Svensk Bevakningstjänst becomes
a wholly owned group company in
Axel Johnson.

2000. Axfood takes shape
Axfood is formed through mergers of
the Hemköp chain, Dagab and D-group.
The Willys expansion commences and it
becomes a nationwide chain.

1945

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

Third generation: The Internationalist
1958–1982 Axel Johnson, also known as the
Mining Engineer, transformed A. Johnson
& Co. into an international trading company.

1975

1980

1985

1990

2013. Diversity program
Axelerate initiated
The initiative is aimed at creating diversity in managerial positions throughout
the Axel Johnson Group.
2015. Caroline Berg is appointed
chairman
The chairman’s gavel at Axel Johnson
is handed on to Caroline Berg, the fifth
generation.

1995

Fourth generation: The Businesswoman
1982 – Under Antonia’s leadership, the
Axel Johnson Group was transformed into
one of Sweden’s leading retail groups.

2000

2005

2010

2015

Fifth generation:
Caroline Berg is
appointed chairman
in 2015.
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THE AXEL JOHNSON GROUP
Axel Johnson is one of four separate groups
in the Axel Johnson Group. The other three are the US
company Axel Johnson Inc., the Swedish real estate company
AxFast AB and the asset management firm AltoCumulus AB.

Axel Johnson AB

Axel Johnson Group

AxFast AB

AltoCumulus AB

Builds and develops businesses
in trade and services. The
Group includes the following
companies:

Products and services
within the energy, industrial,
environmental and medical
sectors in North America. The
Group includes the following
companies:

The objective is to develop
and own commercial properties in selected locations with
strong economic growth.

Engaged in asset management
and has offices in Stockholm
and Luxembourg.

Axel Johnson International
Technology trading group with
focus on products, systems and
services for industrial customers
in Europe.
Axfood
One of the leading Swedish
companies in the retail grocery
market. Listed on Nasdaq OMX
Stockholm.
Axstores
One of the leading retail groups
in the Nordic region with 380
department and specialty stores
in beauty, home and fashion.
Dustin
One of the Scandinavia’s leading resellers of IT products
and related services. Listed on
Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.
Martin & Servera
Sweden’s leading restaurant
and food service wholesalers
offering products, services and
expertise to restaurants and
food service companies.
Mekonomen Group
Scandinavia’s leading auto parts
chain with about 350 stores and
more than 2,100 affiliated auto
repair and service shops. Listed
on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.
Novax
Active and long-term owner/
partner that invests in small and
medium-sized enterprises with
high growth potential.
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Sprague Operating
Resources LLC
Distribution of energy commodities and bulk materials
handling via proprietary terminals in the northeastern US.

Axfoundation
An independent, non-profit
organization that works in
concrete and practical ways to
promote a more environmentally and socially sustainable
society. www.axfoundation.se

Parkson Corporation
Production and distribution
of systems and products for
municipal and industrial water
treatment.
Kinetico Incorporated
Production and sales of
residential and commercial
water treatment systems and
products.
NewtrAx
NewtrAx invests in and develops high-growth companies.

Nordstjernan AB
Nordstjernan is a family-controlled investment firm whose mission is
to create solid, long-term value growth through active ownership of
Scandinavian companies. Nordstjernan is the principal owner of companies including NCC, Salcomp, Ramirent, Nobia, Rosti, Bygghemma
Group, Etac and Ekornes, and is a major shareholder in companies
including Active Biotech. The Axel Johnson Group’s equity interest
in Nordstjernan amounts to 6 percent.
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